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Aluminium

About Us
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The future of the proﬁles!
Our company's main activity is production, machining and assembly of
semi-ﬁnished aluminium products in small and large quantity, we also produce
unique products on request.

We also manufacture aluminium parts and structures from purchasing
material, surface treatment, cutting to assembling and packing. Moreover, we
undertake metal work localy.

AM Production provides you with solutions to many aspects of life!

Our activity
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Cutting
We cut aluminium proﬁles to size by the
automatic cutting machine or double head CNC
saw. The product length can be in 10 to 9.000
millimeters and its cutting angle can be between
23 and 90 degrees.

Machining
Milling, drilling holes and threads on proﬁles,
rod material, thin and thick plates with 3 and 4
axis machining centres.

In our milling centre, parts of diﬀerent variety and complexity are manufactured by 12
equipment. These parts could be small, few milimeters of ﬁxing elements or sometimes
over 10 meter long holding elements.

Attrition
Removing burrs, rounding edges and
cleaning surface of metal parts.

Our activity
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Assembly
The machined pieces are assembled with small
component and these items are packed on
demand.

Welding
Our machines are able to produce welded
parts and structures made of our
manufactured pieces and added components.

Construction work
Our experienced metal workers provide highlevel implementation with their modern
equipment.

Proﬁle systems
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Aluminium proﬁles and machine building elements are compatible
with BOSCH and ITEM!
Our company deals with systems which are compatible with Bosch Rexroth
and ITEM proﬁles beyond machining.
Advantages of aluminium proﬁles against to other ﬁx frame structures:
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź

their structure is light, aesthetic;
they can be assembled without welding;
they don't need to be painted, surface treated;
they can be disassembled easily at anytime;
their elements can always be recycled according to the current needs
anything can be built of them starting from the most simple workdesks through
the diﬀerent sized containers to the most complicated production lines.

The proﬁles for machine building are groove designed including many
diﬀerent accessories (T-slot nuts, hammer screws, corner elements and other
fasteners belonging to the system). They can be assembled quickly, easily and even
without machining because there are more solutions to joining them.

Proﬁle systems
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Beyond machining, welding and assembling, our company has been dealing
distribution of Bosch and ITEM compatible proﬁles and their accessories in the
retail market. In our storehouse, there are diﬀerent type and cross-section of
proﬁles and accessories. These 6 meters long proﬁles are sold without machining
but we can also machine on demand.

Beside the standard products, we also undertake the manufacturing of
unique products. We can provide the independent usage of construction proﬁles in
diﬀerent industries.

Recommendation
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There are no limits!
Overall, the usage of aluminium proﬁles is limitless because there are lots of
unexploited opportunities of the industry of the present and the future.

With AM Production aluminium solutions come true the way you want.

Our ﬂexible and reliable team work is precise and coordinated, guarantees
customer satisfaction at all times.

Our quality policy
Eﬃcient production with 100% customer satisfaction!
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